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The Clay Dog is produced in HuaiYang County, Henan Province, as the ancient 
folk art, it is the continuation and expansion of the original totem culture, documented 
a long history and culture of the Chinese nation trajectory, is called a "living fossil", 
"true totem". However, as the years went by and he changing times, this precious art 
treasures faced with the same problem, like many folk arts and crafts, it is replaced by 
the modern product gradually and humanity slowly forgotten it, Clay Dog will 
gradually disappear in the long course of history. 
Through research and visited, the author tried to find the reasons for the decline 
of the Clay Dog, and finding effective solutions. The author learned in the survey, 
Clay Dog in previous sales good, because it served the role of "good luck" thing, 
people use it to Praying for Children. With the change of time and the transformation 
of people's thinking, modern humans rarely willing to buy this clay toys, no value 
there would be no market. Currently, the Clay Dog market is disorderly, there is no 
brand, no packaging and no stores, while the inheritance and development of the 
status quo on the Clay Dog is an obstacle, which makes Clay Dog caught in a vicious 
circle of state. The author believe that it is very important to establish a good brand of 
Clay Dog, and implement effective promotion in the brand identity, store decoration 
and packaging design, advertising and derivative product development, to promote the 
process of the core content of the Clay Dog spread, as well as its aesthetic value and 
historical value, in order to expand the popularity and reputation of the Clay Dog, 
Which plays a vital role in the protection of the non-material cultural heritage and 
Driving the market. The author hopes that the development of the well-known brand 
chain efficiency can gradually make the Clay Dog into a virtuous cycle, eventually 
reached China and the world to know and understand the purpose of this great work 
of art. 
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